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We can’t keep doing the same thing and expect to get different 

results. Long-term development of players is the top priority  

 

 

•Kids under the age of 12 don’t win World Cups so we should not 

treat them like adults or professional players  

•Players need to be put in the best possible environment to 

succeed  

•There are no shortcuts. Success requires a long-term approach 

and commitment 

 

Source: USSF (https://usys-assets.ae-admin.com/assets/1/15/Small%20Sided%20Games%20Rules.pdf) 

 

 

Remember: Players are at practice to play. So give them the 

soccer ball! The following session plans use soccer balls 

100% of the time. The skill that matters in soccer is the skill 

of being comfortable with the ball, anything else is 

secondary! Give them the most important thing of soccer, a 

soccer ball! Let them play, let them have fun! 

 

 

 

https://usys-assets.ae-admin.com/assets/1/15/Small%20Sided%20Games%20Rules.pdf


Why Small-Sided Games? 

US Youth Soccer has thought long and hard about the answer to the 

question, "Why Small-Sided Games?" 

What does "Small-Sided Games" mean? These are soccer games with 

fewer players competing on a smaller sized field. These are fun games that involve the 

players more because fewer players are sharing one ball. 

All ages can play "Small Sided Games", but it has a definite developmental impact on our 

younger soccer players. US Youth Soccer recommendations for "number of players" at 

the various age groups are as follows: 

U6 | 3 against 3 no goal keepers  

U8 | 4 against 4 no goal keepers  

U10 | 6 against 6 with goal keepers  

U12 | 8 against 8 with goal keepers  

U13+ | 11 against 11 with goal keepers 

 

Here are some of the reasons why we believe, as soccer coaches, administrators and 

parents must guarantee that our young soccer players play small-sided games: 

 

1. Because we want our young soccer players to touch the soccer ball more often and become 

more skillful with it! (Individual technical development)  
 

2. Because we want our young soccer players to make more, less-complicated decisions 

during the game! (Tactical development)  
 

3. Because we want our young soccer players to be more physically efficient in the field space 

they are playing in! (Reduced field size)  
 

4. Because we want our young soccer players to have more individual teaching time with the 

coach! Fewer players on the field and fewer players on the team will guarantee this! (Need to 

feel worthy and need to feel important)  
 

5. Because we want our young soccer players to have more, involved playing time in the 

game! (More opportunity to solve problems that only the game presents)  
 

6. Because we want our young soccer players to have more opportunity to play on both sides 

of the ball! (More exposure to attacking and defending situations)  
 

7. Because we want our young soccer players to have more opportunities to score goals! 

(Pure excitement) 
 

8. Because we want to include children of all temperaments, assertive to shy, to have more 

opportunities to interact with others and the game! (Socialization)     

 

These are the reasons why we adults must foster "Small-Sided Games" in our youth 

soccer programs. The "Small-Sided" environment is a developmentally appropriate 

environment for our young soccer players. It’s a FUN environment that focuses on the 

young soccer player. 
 

It just makes sense doesn’t it? 



 

 

Week 1 
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Aug 21, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 1 FOR U6 AGE GROUP-DRIBBLING WITH THE HEAD UP

Goal

To develop dribbling with the head up for the individual player.To develop dribbling to turn the ball for the individual
player.To develop movement abilities of agility, balance, and coordination for the individual player.

Back To Coach

12 Players

Ball for each player. 
Space marked out by cones.

Intensity: 3

00:08 min
(4 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Head up to find the coach. Being aware of
other players.When dribbling back to the
coach, can you use your laces or pinky toe
when running with the ball. 

Description
Each player has a ball. Coach stands in the
middle of a playing area. One at a time each
player hands their ball to the coach. The
coach tosses the ball out and then has the
players bring the ball using a variety of
ways to move the ball. . Example: Run, pick
up the ball and skip back to coach, Run pick
up the ball and hop back to coach. Progress
to having the players dribbling the ball

Body Parts

12 Players

Each player needs a ball. 
Create a playing area with
cones for players to stay
inside.

Intensity: 5

12:00 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Keeping the ball within reach while
dribbling. Keeping the head up when
dribbling.Using the inside or outside of the
foot when turning a ball.Using the laces or
pinky toe when running with the ball. 

Description
Each player has a ball and is inside a
playing area. When the coach calls out a
body part, they stop the ball with the
called part. Example: Coach says "knee", all
players try to stop the ball with their
knee. Variations: A) Call two body parts
they have to use both. Example: knee, foot.
They touch the ball with their knee and then

Small-sided game to an endzone (2v2-4v4)

12 Players

balls/bibs/cones

Intensity: 7

12:00 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Keeping the ball close but also away from an
opponent.If going forward with the ball is
not an option then pass the ball to a
teammate. 

Description
Create a playing area in a rectangular
shape. Each team attacks a zone on opposite
ends of the playing area. Dimensions: For
2v2 approximately 15 yards long by 10 yards
wide. For 3v3 approximately 25 yards long by
15 yards wide. For 4v4 approximately 35
yards long by 25 yards wide. Dimensions can
vary. Create an end zone for both teams. A
point is scored when a member from a team

Small-Sided Game to two goals (3v3-4v4)

8 Players

Small goals, cones, balls

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Principles of attackPrinciples of
defenseTechniques of dribbling, passing,
shooting. Techniques of pressure (closing
down), cover (body position), tackling

Description
Play two teams. Each team attacks one goal
and defends another. Numbers may vary. Both
teams play to score. Normal laws of the
game. No restrictions. Let them play and
enjoy. 
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Sep 01, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 2 FOR U6-DRIBBLING WITH THE HEAD UP

Goal

To develop how players can dribble with their head up.To develop how players can turn the ball to keep possession.

The Network

8 Players

balls/cones

Intensity: 3

12:00 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Running with the ball using pinky toe or
laces.Turning the ball with the inside or
outside of the foot. 

Description
Place different colored cones if available.
Each player starts at a cone. Starting cone
is called "home". Ask players to move from
cone to cone in a variety of ways. At first
try the activity without the ball. Consider
the following movement actions: A) Run and
touch a cone. See how many they can touch
before "home" is called. B) Run and hop over
a cone with two feet. C) Run and touch a
cone with their hand. Then add a ball.

Freeze Tag

12 Players

Cones and a ball for each
player.

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Keep the head up while dribblingTurn the
ball with the inside or outside of the foot.
Note: U6's will primarily use the inside.
Introduce teamwork

Description
Make a playing area with cones. Each player
has a ball. The coach is "it". Players
dribble their soccer ball and try to stay
away from being tagged. If tagged, they are
frozen. Frozen player has to stand and hold
their ball above their head and spreads
their legs apart. To get unfrozen, someone
has to pass the ball under a frozen player's
legs.Variations: A) Coach and the first

Small-sided game to an endzone (2v2-4v4)

12 Players

balls/bibs/cones

Intensity: 7

12:00 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Keeping the ball close but also away from an
opponent.If going forward with the ball is
not an option then pass the ball to a
teammate. 

Description
Create a playing area in a rectangular
shape. Each team attacks a zone on opposite
ends of the playing area. Dimensions: For
2v2 approximately 15 yards long by 10 yards
wide. For 3v3 approximately 25 yards long by
15 yards wide. For 4v4 approximately 35
yards long by 25 yards wide. Dimensions can
vary. Create an end zone for both teams. A
point is scored when a member from a team

Small-Sided Game to two goals (3v3-4v4)

8 Players

Small goals, cones, balls

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Principles of attackPrinciples of
defenseTechniques of dribbling, passing,
shooting. Techniques of pressure (closing
down), cover (body position), tackling

Description
Play two teams. Each team attacks one goal
and defends another. Numbers may vary. Both
teams play to score. Normal laws of the
game. No restrictions. Let them play and
enjoy. 
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Sep 01, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 3 FOR U6-DRIBBLING WITH THE FOCUS ON TURNING THE BALL.

Goal

To develop how to turn the ball while dribbling.To develop how to dribble with the head up.To develop how to run with
the ball.

The Octopus

12 Players

Ball for each player,
cones, a few bibs, towels
(tied together) or two pool
noodles.

Intensity: 5

00:08 min
(4 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Dribbling with the head up. "Where should
your eyes be"?Dribbling to turn the ball.
"How do you turn the ball with your feet"?

Description
Make a playing area with cones. Each player
has a ball. The coach holds two vests or
pool noodles in each hand. Instruct the
players that they have to dribble the ball
but don't let "The Octopus" touch their
ball. If their ball gets touched they have
three toe taps and then can continue
playing. Variation: Have them go in a
direction. See if they can go from end to
end without getting their ball touched by

Chase

12 Players

Ball for each player, cones

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Dribbling and turning the ball. "What part
of the foot can you use"? Dribbling and
running with the ball. 

Description
Make small squares (5x5 to 8x8). Each player
has a ball. One player starts at one cone
outside the square while the other player
starts at a cone directly opposite. The
coach designates who will be the "Chaser".
When coach says "Chase", one of the players
starts chasing the other. If the "Chaser"
tags the other player before they go around
and back to their starting cone, they get a
point. If the player being chased gets back

Small-sided game to an end zone (first to three)  2v2-4v4

10 Players

Cones, minimum of three
soccer balls per field.

Intensity: 7

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Dribbling to beat an opponent.Dribbling to
turn the ball away from an opponent to keep
possession.

Description
Create a rectangular shaped field with an
end zone on both ends. Place a ball in each
end zone. Start with a game ball. When a
team dribbles the ball into the other team's
end zone, they then get a ball from their
defensive end zone and try again. The first
team to get all three balls into one end
zone wins. Note: Only one ball is in play at
a time. 

Small-Sided Game to two goals (3v3-4v4)

8 Players

Small goals, cones, balls

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Principles of attackPrinciples of
defenseTechniques of dribbling, passing,
shooting. Techniques of pressure (closing
down), cover (body position), tackling

Description
Play two teams. Each team attacks one goal
and defends another. Numbers may vary. Both
teams play to score. Normal laws of the
game. No restrictions. Let them play and
enjoy. 
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Sep 01, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 4 FOR U6-INTRODUCTION TO STRIKING THE BALL

Goal

To develop how to strike the ball.To develop how to shoot the ball to score.To develop working with a teammate. 

"Minions"

12 Players

Ball for each player, cones

Intensity: 5

00:08 min
(4 x 00:01 min, 00:01 min rest)

Coaching Points
Can they dribble the ball with their head
up?What part of the foot can they use to hit
someone below the knee. (Inside or
laces/instep)

Description
Create a small playing area with cones.
Space: 5x5-10x10. All players get inside the
playing area. Designate one player to start
with the ball. The coach can also be the
person to start the game. The player with
the ball dribbles and then attempts to pass
the ball and hit someone else below the
knee. Players without a ball can jump,
dodge, etc. to avoid being hit. If a player

Clean the yard

12 Players

Cones, balls

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 00:01 min, 00:01 min rest)

Coaching Points
What part of the foot should you use to
strike the ball? (laces or instep)Where
should your non-kicking feet be? (To strike
the ball farther, the non-kicking foot
should be slightly away but next to the
ball)

Description
Create a field and split into half. Put an
alley to designate a no entry zone in
between the two fields. Half of the players
go on one side and are a team, half go to
the other. Have an odd number of balls
prepared. Example: If you have 6 players,
put two balls on one half, and three for

Get out of here!

12 Players

Cones, balls, small goals

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Working on striking the ball to shoot. "What
part of the foot can you use to strike the
ball"?Work on the idea of shooting first but
if not then get the ball to a teammate. 

Description
Create a small-sided field with small goals
on each end. Dimensions: Approximately 20
yards long by 10 yards wide if playing 2v2.
Divide into two teams. Play 2v2 on the
field. When the ball goes out of bounds or
there is a goal, the coach says "Get out of
here" and a new pair from each team runs on.

Small-Sided Game to two goals (3v3-4v4)

8 Players

Small goals, cones, balls

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Principles of attackPrinciples of
defenseTechniques of dribbling, passing,
shooting. Techniques of pressure (closing
down), cover (body position), tackling

Description
Play two teams. Each team attacks one goal
and defends another. Numbers may vary. Both
teams play to score. Normal laws of the
game. No restrictions. Let them play and
enjoy. 
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Aug 25, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 4 FOR U8:  STRIKING THE BALL TO SCORE

Goal

To develop a mentality to shoot and score goals.To develop the technique of striking the ballTo develop attacking
principles: Penetration and support

Goal to Goal

12 Players

balls/cones

Intensity: 3

12:00 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Striking the ball with the instep or
laces.Non-kicking foot is next to the ball
or slightly ahead of it. Arms out for
balance.Head and shoulders over the
ball.Land on the striking foot.

Description
Two players, one ball, cones. Each player
makes a small goal with cones/flags, etc.
The goal should be approximately 5-7 steps
in width. Each player is approximately 10-20
yards apart from each other. Going one at a
time, players take turns to score against
each other. The player striking the ball
must do so in no more than two touches. The

Moving Goal with a teammate

12 Players

Ball for each pair,
Vests/Towels tied together
to make a goal.  Pool
Noodles can provide for an
option for a goal.

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Surface selection to shoot and score. Use
the instep or laces if shooting from a long
distance. Use the inside of foot if shooting
from a closer distance. Working with your
teammate. Try not to run next to your
teammate. Move into a space to receive a
pass to score quickly. 

Description
Players pair up and share one ball. The
coach and an assistant coach hold vests or
towels tied together and create a "Moving
Goal". Note: Pool noodles are an option to
make a goal as well. When the coach and
assistant coach starts moving, each pair

Get out of here!

12 Players

Cones, balls, small goals

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Working on striking the ball to shoot. "What
part of the foot can you use to strike the
ball"?Work on the idea of shooting first but
if not then get the ball to a teammate. 

Description
Create a small-sided field with small goals
on each end. Dimensions: Approximately 20
yards long by 10 yards wide if playing 2v2.
Divide into two teams. Play 2v2 on the
field. When the ball goes out of bounds or
there is a goal, the coach says "Get out of
here" and a new pair from each team runs on.

4v4 to small goals

10 Players

Cones, balls, small goals

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Application of technique"Diamond Shape"
while on attack

Description
Two teams play 4v4 against each other. Field
Dimensions: U6: Approximately 30 yards long
by 20 yards wide; U8: Approximately 35 yards
long by 25 yards wide. No goalkeepers. 
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Aug 13, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 5 FOR U6-STRIKING THE BALL TO SCORE

Goal

To develop how players strike the ball to score goals.To develop dribbling with the head up.To develop dribbling to
strike the ball. 

Ouch!

12 Players

Cones, balls for each
player

Intensity: 3

08:00 min
(4 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Dribbling with the head up. "Where should
your eyes be"?Surface selection to strike
the ball. "What is the biggest part of your
foot"? (Inside)

Description
Create a playing area with cones. All
players have a ball. The coach walks around
the playing area. The players dribble and
then try to strike/pass the ball and hit the
coach below the knee. When a coach gets hit
they yell "ouch"!. Variations: A) Have one
group at a time strike the ball at the coach
while the others dribble. B) Have an
assistant coach or two join along to also

The Moving Goal

12 Players

Cones, ball for each
player, vests, towels, or
pool noodle symbolizing a
goal.

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 00:01 min, 00:01 min rest)

Coaching Points
Surface selection to strike the ball. "What
part of the foot can you use to score"?What
if the goal is lower? What part of the foot
do you use then? (inside or outside of the
foot)

Description
All players have a ball. The coach and an
assistant use vests, towels or pool noodle
to make a "goal". The players with the ball
are instructed to strike the ball under the
"goal" to score. The "goal" will move. The
coach and assistant coach walk around and
hold the "goal". Players keep track of the
number of goals they scored. Variation: Add

Get out of here!

12 Players

Cones, balls, small goals

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Working on striking the ball to shoot. "What
part of the foot can you use to strike the
ball"?Work on the idea of shooting first but
if not then get the ball to a teammate. 

Description
Create a small-sided field with small goals
on each end. Dimensions: Approximately 20
yards long by 10 yards wide if playing 2v2.
Divide into two teams. Play 2v2 on the
field. When the ball goes out of bounds or
there is a goal, the coach says "Get out of
here" and a new pair from each team runs on.

Small-Sided Game to two goals (3v3-4v4)

8 Players

Small goals, cones, balls

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Principles of attackPrinciples of
defenseTechniques of dribbling, passing,
shooting. Techniques of pressure (closing
down), cover (body position), tackling

Description
Play two teams. Each team attacks one goal
and defends another. Numbers may vary. Both
teams play to score. Normal laws of the
game. No restrictions. Let them play and
enjoy. 
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Aug 30, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 6 FOR U6-PUSH PASS

Goal

To develop how to push pass the ball.To develop how to work with a teammate.To develop how to receive/redirect the ball.

Back To Coach in Pairs

12 Players

Balls, Cones not necessary
but can be used.

Intensity: 3

00:08 min
(4 x 00:01 min, 00:37 min rest)

Coaching Points
Cooperation with your teammate.Push pass
surface: "What part of the foot do you use
to pass the ball"? (Inside)Ask how can they
get the ball back to coach quicker? (Move
away from their teammate)

Description
Players pair up and share one ball.  They
are instructed to hand the ball to the coach
one pair at a time. The coach then tosses a
ball out and the pair chases the ball down
and brings it back to the coach.
Progression: A) Run, pick up the ball and
have all four hands on the ball, B) Run pick
up the ball but have two hands and two

Gates

12 Players

Cones, ball for each pair

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 00:01 min, 00:01 min rest)

Coaching Points
Surface selection for the push pass: Inside
or outside. Note: Using the outside of the
foot for U6's is challenging.Make eye
contact with your partner (teammate) before
passing to them.Keep the ball moving.
Redirect the ball somewhere new. 

Description
Create a playing area with cones. Within the
playing area, create "gates" with two cones.
Put the two cones approximately 3-5 yards
apart. Players get in pairs and share one
ball. Have each pair go to a "gate". A
player from each pair starts on opposite
sides of a gate. Progression: A) Pass the

Small-Sided Game to a target

12 Players

Balls, cones

Intensity: 7

00:12 min
(6 x 00:01 min, 00:01 min rest)

Coaching Points
Surface selection of the push pass. "What
part of the foot do you use to pass the ball
to a teammate"?Surface selection of
receiving. "What part of the foot do you use
to receive a pass"? If you can't pass
forward then what? (Pass to a teammate)

Description
Create a playing area with cones. At the end
of the playing area, make an end zone. Ask
an assistant coach (may need a few) to stand
in the end zone. They are a "target". Inside
the playing area play 2v2/3v3/4v4. A point
is scored when a team can pass the ball to a
target. 

Small-Sided Game to two goals (3v3-4v4)

8 Players

Small goals, cones, balls

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Principles of attackPrinciples of
defenseTechniques of dribbling, passing,
shooting. Techniques of pressure (closing
down), cover (body position), tackling

Description
Play two teams. Each team attacks one goal
and defends another. Numbers may vary. Both
teams play to score. Normal laws of the
game. No restrictions. Let them play and
enjoy. 
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